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Definition
The degree of cognitive (mental) and kinematic (physical) activity required to 
achieve a goal.
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Performance Load
• If the performance load is high, 

performance time and errors increase, 
and the probability of successfully 
accomplishing the goal decreases.

• If the performance load is low, 
performance time and errors decrease, 
and the probability of successfully 
accomplishing the goal increases.
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Performance Load

!"

More performance load

More time & effort to 
achieve a goal

More chance of error

The less likely the task 
will be accomplished 
successfully

Less performance load

Less time & effort to 
achieve a goal

Less chance of error

The more likely the task 
will be completed 
successfully



Application of the Principle
§ Five examples

1. Bar Codes
2. Bookmarks
3. Find and Replace
4. K-Cup Machine
5. Logging-In



Example 1
Ø BAR CODES

� Instead of typing in prices manually, 
cashiers can scan the products and no 
price tags are needed.

� This reduces the performance load 
associated with consumer transactions
� reduced kinematic load (physical effort),
� less errors/mistakes, saves time 
� inventory is automatically updated



Example 2
Ø BOOKMARKS

� Instead of remembering or writing down 
the URL for each website, people can 
save their favorite websites. 

� Reduced performance load makes it 
easier for users to go back to the websites
� URLs are saved so users won’t have to 

remember them (reduction in mental effort)
� You can visit back the website just by 

clicking, and without writing down or typing 
the URL (reduction in physical effort)



Example 3
Ø FIND AND REPLACE

� Instead of having to replace a word one 
by one, you can just type in the word 
you want to find and the function will 
replace the word for you.

� Reduced performance load makes it 
easier for users to replace a word 
� saves time, reduced errors 



Example 4
Ø K-CUP MACHINE
• Instead of measuring the amount of 

water you need, you just select from the 
option and it’ll automatically dispense 
hot water.

• Reduced performance load makes it 
easier for users to measure the amount of 
water needed
• saves time, prevents errors 



Example 5
Ø LOGGING-IN
• The browser remembers your log-in 

name (and password if you choose) so 
the task is easy for the user.

• Saves time, prevents errors



Implications
• Reduce cognitive load by 

� eliminating unnecessary information from displays, 
� chunking information that must be remembered, 
� providing memory aids to assist in complex tasks, 
� automating computation-intensive and memory-intensive tasks. 

• Reduce kinematic load by 
� reducing the number of steps required to complete tasks, 
� reducing overall motion and energy expended,
� automating repetitive tasks. 

• Design should minimize performance load to the greatest degree possible. 
� You want to aim for less performance load in your design so users can avoid making 

errors and complete the task more efficiently.



Thank you!


